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Introduction
F ORCED drag compensation using continuous low-thrustpropulsionhas been consideredfor satellites in lowEarth orbit.
This simple, but nonoptimal, schememerely requires that the thrust
vector is directed opposite to the drag vector and that the magni-
tude of the two are equal. In principle, the drag force acting on the
spacecraft could be determined onboard using accurate accelerom-
eters. However, for small, low-cost spacecraft such sensors may be
unavailable.An alternative strategy would be to  x the thrust mag-
nitude equal to the expected air drag that would be experiencedby
the spacecraft.The thrust levelwould be periodicallyupdatedbased
on ground-based orbit determination. In this Engineering Note, it
is shown that such a forced circular orbit with a  xed thrust level
is exponentially unstable for all physically reasonable atmosphere
models.
Forced Drag Compensation
For a circular lowEarth orbit, the dominant perturbingeffects are
due to atmospheric drag and Earth oblateness.1 Atmospheric drag
perturbations result in a secular decrease in orbital radius r due to
frictional energy loss. To  x the orbit radius, one possible scheme
is to compensate directly for air drag D by applying an opposite,
continuous low thrustT. The equation of motion for a spacecraftof
mass m is then
RrC ¹.r=r 3/ D .1=m/.T ¡ D/ (1)
which shows that if TDD an ideal two-body orbit will be obtained,
where ¹ is the gravitational parameter of the problem. When the
scalar product of Eq. (1) is takenwith the spacecraftvelocity vector
v, it is found that
d
dt
µ
1
2
v ¢ v¡ ¹
r
¶
D 1
m
.T ¡ D/ ¢ v (2)
where the term in brackets of the left side is just the total orbit
energy E . For a circular orbit, the total orbit energy is E D¡¹=2r .
In addition, the local circular orbit speed kvkDp.¹=r / so that
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Eq. (2) may be used to obtain
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dt
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The general form of the air drag acting on the spacecraft is given by
kDk D 1
2
CD A½.r/v ¢ v (4)
where A is the aerodynamic reference area, CD is the drag coef -
cient, and ½ is the air density at orbit radius r . Againwhen it is noted
that kvkDp.¹=r/ and constant thrust kTk is assumed, the circular
orbit radius evolves according to
dr
dt
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For a given operating orbit radius Qr , the required thrust to provide
equilibrium is then given by
kTk D .CDA¹=2Qr/½.Qr/ (6)
With use of this  xed thrust, the stability of the resulting forced cir-
cular orbit will be investigatedby linearization.Note that the forced
circular orbit is in fact nonoptimal in terms of fuel consumption.2
Linear Orbit Instability
To determine the stability of the equilibriumoperating orbit, the
spacecraftorbit radiuswill bewritten as r D Qr C » . Then, expanding
Eq. (5) to  rst order, with the required thrust provided by Eq. (6),
yields
d»
dt
D 3.Qr/» (7)
where the constant coef cient3. Qr/ is found to be
3.Qr / D ¡p¹CD A¯m¢£½.Qr/¯ Qr 12 ¤f1¡ Qr[½0. Qr /=½.Qr/]g (8)
andwhere ½0.r/D d½=dr . The conditionrequired for stability is that
3.Qr/ Á 0, which in turn requires that
½ 0.Qr/=½.Qr / Â 1=Qr (9)
If an exponential atmosphere is now assumed with scale height H
and base density ½0, so that
½.r/ D ½0 exp[¡.r ¡ R/=H ] (10)
where R is the radius of the Earth, the condition for stability then
becomes
¡1=H Â 1=Qr (11)
Because Qr Â 0, this then implies thatH Á 0,which is clearlyunphys-
ical. In the general case, if ½ 0.r/»1½=1r , then Eq. (9) implies that
1½=½ Â 1r=Qr (12)
so that if 1r Â 0, stability requires1½ Â 0, which again is clearly
unphysicalin any reasonableatmosphere.The phasespaceofEq. (5)
Fig. 1 Schematic potential and phase space.
Fig. 2 Conditions for stability.
is shown schematicallyin Fig. 1. Note that such an unphysicalatmo-
sphere model has in fact been considered to illustrate some subtle
points in optimal control theory.3
Physically, this instability is due to the interaction between the
two accelerationsacting on the satellite.Figure 2 shows a schematic
diagram of the variation of drag and low-thrust acceleration with
altitude. For altitudes higher than the equilibrium altitude, the low-
thrust accelerationexceeds the drag accelerationso that the satellite
spirals outward.Conversely,for altitudeslower than the equilibrium
altitude, the drag acceleration exceeds the low-thrust acceleration,
and the satellite spirals inward. It can be seen that to stabilize the
equilibriumoperating altitude, the low-thrust accelerationwould be
required to be shaped as a function of altitude, as shown in Fig. 2.
Nonlinear Orbit Instability
Although it has beendemonstratedthat the forcedcircularorbit is
linearlyunstable,which is both a necessary and suf cient condition
for nonlinear instability, it is interesting to investigate the nonlinear
stability properties of Eq. (5). For ease of analysis, Eq. (5) will
be considered with the exponential atmosphere model de ned by
Eq. (10) to obtain
dr
dt
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This  rst-order dynamic system may now be written as a function
of some potential V .r/ such that4
Pr D ¡ @V .r/
@r
(14)
where the potential is found to be
V .r / D ¡ 2
5
®r
5
2 ¡ ¯H 320£ 3
2
; r=H
¤
(15)
with 0 the incompletegamma function. It can be seen that V .r/ has
a turning point, V 0.r /D 0 at r D Qr , when
®=¯ D .1=Qr/ exp.¡Qr=H / (16)
which is equivalent to Eq. (6). Note that, for a given pair of pa-
rameters ® and ¯ , the equilibrium altitude can be determined as a
solution to Eq. (16). Although implicit in Qr , Eq. (16) can be solved
using the LambertW function (see Ref. 5), the solution of which is
implemented in symbolicmathematics packagesas the ProductLog
function. This function is de ned such that W .z/ returns the prin-
cipal solution of zDWeW , with W .z/ real if z Â ¡1=e, and can be
viewed as an extension of the usual logarithm function. The func-
tion also satis es the differential equation dW=dz C W=z.1 CW /.
When this function is used, it can be shown that Eq. (16) provides
the equilibrium altitude Qr as
Qr=H D W .¯=®H / (17)
To demonstrate that Qr is unstable in general, it must be shown that
Qr corresponds to a single global maximum of the potential V .r/.
Therefore, calculatingV 00.r/ as
V 00.r/ D ¡ 32®
p
r C ¡¯¯2pr¢.1¡ 2r=H / exp.¡r=H / (18)
it can be seen that because Qr Â H=2 then V 00.Qr /Á 0 so that the
equilibriumorbit radius Qr correspondsto amaximumin the potential
V .r/ and indeed V 00.r/Á 0 for r Â H=2. It is then suf cient to note
that V 0.r/D 0 has no solutions for r Â 0, other than that de ned by
Eq. (16). Therefore, the equilibriumorbit radius Qr corresponds to a
single globalmaximum in the potentialV .r / and so the equilibrium
altitude has nonlinear instability, as shown in Fig. 1.
Conclusions
It has been shown that a forced circular orbit, using a  xed low-
thrust acceleration to compensate for air drag, is exponentially un-
stable. The instability has been determined using both a linear and
nonlinear analysis. For the linear analysis, it was demonstrated that
the instabilityexists for all reasonable atmospheremodels, whereas
the nonlinear analysis assumed an exponential atmosphere model.
Because the linear instability condition is both necessary and suf-
 cient, however, it is determined that the instability is independent
of the atmosphere model assumed. A stable forced orbit would re-
quire a montonically increasingair densitywith orbit radius, which
is clearly unphysical.
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